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PAPER I ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

1

UNIT  

 FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY 

Learning Objectives 

• To learn concepts of electric current

• To understand resistance, electric potential

• To know the concepts of Conductor, Semi conductor and Insulator

• To study the relation between voltage, current and resistance (Ohms Law)

through experiment, discussion and simple problems. 

• To study the laws of resistance, specific resistance, effect of temperature

on resistance. 

• To understand series, parallel and series parallel combinations of resistors

through discussion, problem solving. 

• To study basic network elements.

• To solve complicated networks using Kirchhoff’slaw, star-delta

transformation by discussion. 

Introduction 

The fact that amber, when rubbed, was capable of attracting light objects was 

known to the Greek 2500 years ago. Thales of Miletus became aware of this 

peculiar property in 600 B.C. 

William Gilbert (1544 - 1603), who was Queen Elizabeths physician, made 

further investigations and learned that many substances besides amber 

attracted other objects when activated by friction. He called such attractions 

“electric” after the Greek work “elektron” meaning amber. 

In 1979 Stepehn Gray found that when a substance has been electrified by 

friction and then was allowed to touch another substance the power of 

attraction was passed on to the second substance. Seven years later, 

Desgauliers, pointed out that some substances possessed the ability to tranmit 
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Abstract

Presently a days, world confronting a noteworthy reason for the

brain illnesses, in each five youngsters one kid has enduring with

cerebrum issues today, i.e., twenty rate of world population is

experiencing diverse brain maladies. Here we present another

innovation, i.e., brain to human peripheral interface (BHPI), which

is not the quite same as brain–computer interface (BCI) and

brain to brain interface (BBI). The brain-dead patient cannot do

day-by-day work with their own muscles, and they require outer

assistance from others. In this paper, we have utilized the ECG

sensor to get the ECG and EMG signals from the peripherals of

the subject and by this, ECG and EMG signals are used to control

the brain-dead patient’s hand movement through the electrical

muscle simulator. Therefore, this technique can be utilized to

lessen the endeavors of the brain-dead patient.

Keywords
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Abstract

The error-correcting codes which achieve Shannon’s channel

capacity are polar codes for infinite length. In this, we propose an

efficient implementation for SC polar decoders with O(log N)

processing elements, where N is code block length. Here, SC

decoding processing unit is implemented in logarithmic domain,

thereby reducing the multiplication and division operations and

low-complex partial sum logic. This decoder architecture has a

low dispensation density that allows large polar codes to put into

practice. Simulation is done using Xilinx, and simulation results are

presented.
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Abstract

Brain tumor is an uncontrolled development of tissue in any piece

of the brain. The tumor is of diverse sorts, and they have disparate

particular and divergent taking care of. At present, most of the

existing algorithms detect only single tumors and does not serve

the need for multitumor detection. This paper is to execute of

simple algorithm for recognition of extent and state of multiple

tumors in brain magnetic resonance images. Divergent sorts of

calculation were created for brain tumor recognition. In any case,

they may have a couple of deficiencies in identification and

extraction. After the division, which is done through fuzzy c-

means calculations the brain tumor is recognized and its definite

area is distinguished. Looking at toward alternate calculations, the

execution of fuzzy c-means gives a sufficient result on brain tumor

images. The persistent stage is controlled by this procedure.
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Abstract:  Large volumes of data now available in online by several applications. Predictions about 

future events are difficult in case of Big data. Several applications where these predictions are required 

are Predicting conformation of waiting list seats in Railway reservations, prediction of some diseases 

based on health conditions of humans and prediction of students Grades in examination. In the sectors 

of medical, Railways, airlines and APSRTC  fields predictive analysis is useful for taking prevention 

measures and for future planning.  Predictive analytics is a process that comes under the data analysis. 

Using R we can predict Large data sets in faster manner. This paper predicts the survival of the 

passengers based on few factors. By considering Titanic data set analysis is performed. Based on the 

factors gender, class,  and age survival of passengers is predicted. Decision Tree and random forest 

algorithms are used for prediction and for comparing the test data with trained data set. 
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1. Introduction 

Predictive analysis is required in many applications to predict the behavior or output of some 

instances based on the past history and outputs and outcomes already achieved. Manually To perform 

analytics on large data sets is very difficult and time consuming process. success of prediction is also 

low when its performed manually. This paper proposes a method to perform Data analysis using 

statistical analysis tool. Nowadays many Statistical Tools are available in market. By considering R 

studio here data analytics is performed. Titanic data set is considered for predictive analysis. 

 

2. Literature survey 

a. inde proposed couple of algorithms like Random forest(RF) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) 

over R package in order to analyze the large volumes of data using R-studio. 

b. Praveena discussed different data visualization techniques data analysis algorithms and issues 

related to privacy of big data in survey paper. She specified about various big data tools like 

HADDOP, MAP REDUCE, RAPIDMINER and other business intelligence tools for data 

visualization. 

c. S. Bhanumathi discussed about how predicative analysis is preformed in various applications. 

Applications considered are health care, education, governance, consumer orientations, and hotel 

governeance. 

d. Hyun Jeong spring proposed methods for text analytics of feedback provided by users on hotel 

using R studio and analytics tools. 
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